SOUTH AFRICA
Legitimizing the Post-Apartheid State
The South African Truth and Reconciliation Commission (TRC) was set up to deal with the human rights violations of apartheid during the years . However, as Wilson shows, the TRC's restorative justice approach to healing the nation did not always serve the needs of communities at a local level. Based on extended anthropological fieldwork, this book illustrates the impact of the TRC in urban African communities in the Johannesburg area. While a religious constituency largely embraced the Commission's religious-redemptive language of reconciliation, Wilson argues that the TRC had little effect on popular ideas of justice as retribution. This provocative study deepens our understanding of post-apartheid South Africa and the use of human rights discourse. It ends on a call for more cautious and realistic expectations about what human rights institutions can achieve in democratizing countries.
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In democratizing countries of Latin America from the mid-1980s and Eastern Europe from 1989, the language of human rights emerged as a universal panacea to authoritarianism. Human rights were demanded by ordinary citizens massed in the squares of Leipzig or on the streets of Bisho, and they became symptomatic of the kind of 'procedural' liberalism established in post-authoritarian states.
1 Human rights based legislation became a central component in the transformation of repressive institutions and in the establishing of the rule of law after the distortions of authoritarian legality. Each society had to face the question of how to deal with the gross human rights violations of the past, and new institutions and commissions were set up to reaffirm human dignity and to ensure that violations would not occur again. Increasingly, human rights talk was detached from its strictly legal foundations and became a generalized moral and political discourse to speak about power relations between individuals, social groups and states. This broad extension of human rights talk was exacerbated as democratizing regimes with crumbling economies and fractured social orders grasped for unifying metaphors, and human rights talk seemed to provide an ideological adhesive through terms such as 'truth' and 'reconciliation'.
By the 1990s, it was time to take stock and to evaluate critically the role of human rights ideas and institutions in democratic transitions. It became possible to move on from simply extolling human rights to examining what happened when human rights institutions were established in complicated contexts of political compromise, where neither opposing side in a civil war had won an outright military victory, where key perpetrators of the era of repression (from Vice-President F W de Klerk in South Africa to Senator Augusto Pinochet in Chile) still occupied positions of political power and where the former bureaucracies of death (especially the criminal justice system and security forces) were still staffed by personnel from the authoritarian era.
In the literature on democratization, liberal visions of 'democratic consolidation' often adopted a model-building and technicist tone. 2 'Transitology' attempts to isolate the variables that reinforce or undermine democratic consolidation and build universal mechanistic models that treat democratization as if it were a matter of correctly arranging pieces of a puzzle. Transition theory in mainstream political science often accepted a minimalist liberal understanding of democracy as indicated by constitutions enshrining individual civil rights, political party competition and periodic elections.
The establishing of a bare functioning minimum is not to be lightly dismissed, as it was an important objective of the struggles of opposition and dissident movements. Yet this book emphasizes a more sociological standpoint which places justice in transition in the context of nationbuilding and a hegemonic project of state formation. A focus upon how the rule of law is established and maintained must be complemented by an analysis of the concrete ideological and administrative difficulties which new regimes found themselves in. This requires a greater awareness of how new regimes used human rights to re-imagine the nation by constructing new official histories, and how they sought to manufacture legitimacy for key state institutions such as the criminal justice system.
Human rights discourses and institutions in South Africa such as the Truth and Reconciliation Commission, Human Rights Commission and the Commission for Gender Equality are central to creating a new moral and cultural leadership, that is to say, a new hegemony. This new hegemony is initially asserted in relation to accountability of past state crimes and whether to punish and/or pardon previous human rights violations. The study of transitional truth and justice has been too dominated by philosophical discussions abstracted from specific contexts, and we should instead examine how the politics of punishment and the writing of a new official memory are central to state strategies to create a new hegemony in the area of justice and construct the present moment as post-authoritarian when it includes many elements of the past.
In South Africa, human rights talk became ever more compromised as it was dragooned by an emergent bureaucratic elite into the service of nation-building. Ostensibly, the language of rights represented a departure from old ethno-nationalist models of nationalism with their romantic images of blood and land. Post-authoritarian nation-building, in contrast, appealed to civic nationalism as the new basis for moral integration and a redefined conception of nation. Yet this process of nation-building also had its normative injunctions and included elements of moral coercion. The constitution and subsequent legislation deprived victims of their right to justice and retributive justice was defined as 'un-African' by some, such as former Archbishop Desmond Tutu. Human rights became the language of restorative justice and forgiveness of human rights offenders in South Africa, whereas at the same time in international contexts, human rights were developing in just the opposite (punitive) direction with the creation of an International Criminal Court and the prosecutions brought by the UN war crimes tribunal for the former Yugoslavia and Rwanda.
There were some unintended consequences of the reliance upon human rights talk for nation-building and state centralization. Due to amnesty laws and a lack of prosecutions of human rights offenders, the high expectations expressed in human rights talk by both politicians and citizens were left unfulfilled, as transitional institutions seemed to protect perpetrators more than they fulfilled victims' hopes for justice and reparation. Human rights came not to represent ideal and inviolable principles (such as justice for victims and punishment for offenders), but instead expressed the problematical nature of the elitepacted political settlement. The new promises of the constitutional order outstretched the capacity of the legal system, as human rights were enshrined in the Constitution that were unrealizable by the majority of impoverished black citizens. Given the yawning gap between human rights ideals and the grim realities of criminal justice delivery, the conditions were ripe for a crisis of legitimacy. Rather than resolving the crisis of legal institutions, human rights talk came to symbolically epitomize the legitimation crisis of post-authoritarian justice. Finally, the place of human rights talk in a project of legal unification and centralization brought them into conflict with local justice institutions and popular legal consciousness in a legally plural setting.
These reflections on human rights institutions in democratization processes urge us to look beyond the formal, legalistic and normative dimensions of human rights, where they will always be a 'good thing'. A sociology or ethnography of rights will look instead at how rights are transformed, deformed, appropriated and resisted by state and societal actors when inserted into a particular historical and political context. This shifts our attention away from the transcendent moral philosophy of rights to a rigorous examination of the history and social life of rights.
This book results from a twelve-month ethnographic study (over a four-year period) inside and outside of one of the main human rights institutions in transitional South Africa -the Truth and Reconciliation Commission (TRC). During this time I was a lecturer and visiting associate in the anthropology department at the University of the Witwatersrand in Johannesburg. My research started in 1995, before the TRC began functioning, and continued into 1996-7, while it was in full swing; it ended in late 1998 after the main regional offices had been closed. I attended three weeks of Human Rights Violations hearings in 8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41 Klerksdorp, Tembisa and Kagiso and three weeks of amnesty hearings for Northern Province security policemen in Johannesburg. I interviewed nearly half of all the TRC Commissioners, the TRC executive secretary, and many staff workers, such as lawyers, researchers and investigators. I would also include as 'research' the conference evaluating the TRC which I co-organized with Merle Lipton at the University of Sussex in September 1998, which included a TRC Commissioner, members of the Research Unit and Investigative Unit and a former judge of the Constitutional Court of South Africa.
Much of my research, however, took place outside the TRC process and concentrated on the impact of the TRC on the African townships of the Vaal region to the south of Johannesburg. In the Vaal, I carried out in-depth interviews with over 50 victims of political violence, many of them members of the Khulumani Support Group, as well as local religious personnel, local court officials, political leaders, legal activists and policemen. In the beginning, my contacts were mainly aligned to the African National Congress, but as time went on I actively sought out leaders and ordinary members of minority parties such as the Pan Africanist Congress and the Inkatha Freedom Party. I also tried to glean views from those who were not aligned with any political tradition at all. As for 'perpetrators', it is worth pointing out that some of my 'victim' informants were also implicated in acts of public violence during the apartheid era. Only a few were willing to speak openly about their involvement in such acts, but I did interview three Inkatha Freedom Party members who had been convicted in the courts for their participation in the 1992 Boipatong massacre, as well as a policeman representing amnesty applications from within the Vaal police force, and an Amnesty Committee investigator of the TRC for the Vaal region. Finally, my interviews in the Vaal were complemented by several weeks' archival work in the William Cullen Library, which holds many useful historical records of human rights monitors such as Peace Action and the Independent Board of Inquiry which worked in the Vaal in the late 1980s and early 1990s.
Truth commissions are now standard post-conflict structures set up in over seventeen countries in the last 20 years to investigate unresolved cases arising from past human rights violations.
3 As one strand of the globalization of human rights, they have taken on a transnational validity as one of the main mechanisms for announcing a new democratic order. Truth commissions have fascinated international audiences and led to a voluminous literature acclaiming their promises of truth and restoration, mostly from law, political science and moral philosophy. The South African truth commission, as the largest and most ambitious in scope, is perhaps the zenith of this trajectory, and has attracted PREFACE AND ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS xviii 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41 the most attention and discussion so far. The literature evaluating the achievements of truth commissions has mostly been positive and laudatory, claiming these commissions heal the nation by providing therapy for a traumatized national psyche. They break a regime of official denial of atrocities by ending the public silence on violence and violations. They expose the excesses of the previous political order and so discredit it, aiding in democratic consolidation. In Latin America, where disappearances were more widespread, they revealed the fate of the disappeared and led to exhumations of clandestine mass graves.
This book concentrates on the two main functions of the South African Truth and Reconciliation Commission: truth-telling about the apartheid past and the reconciliation of 'the nation'. The TRC Report published in 1998 on the gross human rights violations of a 34-year period provided a valuable starting point for discussions about moral responsibility during that era. However, the TRC's account of the past was constrained by its excessive legalism 4 and positivist methodology, which obstructed the writing of a coherent socio-political history of apartheid.
The TRC worked with many different understandings of reconciliation, but one came to dominate in the dozens of televised Human Rights Violations hearings held around the country. The religiousredemptive vision of reconciliation stressed public confession by victims, and it created meaning for suffering through a narrative of sacrifice for liberation. Finally, it encouraged the forsaking of revenge. Chapters 5 to 8 examine the consequences of the TRC's version of reconciliation for individual victims who appeared at hearings and others outside the TRC process in the African townships of Johannesburg. In many of these urban townships, political strife was ongoing during the period of fieldwork , and it was possible to see the effect of the TRC on these conflicts.
At this point the book begins to shift its focus away from the TRC towards the surrounding social context, in order to evaluate the impact of human rights using ethnographic methods. This approach follows in the tradition of legal anthropology, documenting the moralities, discourses and everyday practices of ordinary citizens when they engage in rights processes and institutions. The TRC's language of 'reconciliation' elicited a variety of local responses and most could be placed in three categories: adductive affinities, where local values and human rights overlap and reinforce one another; pragmatic proceduralism, where survivors participate in human rights procedures to pursue their own agendas and without necessarily taking on human rights values; and relational discontinuities, where local actors are resistant to a restorative vision of human rights and assert a more retributive model of justice. The variety of responses among the main ANC-supporting township constituency of the TRC demonstrates how human rights institutions are caught in a web of centralizing and pluralizing strategies simultaneously. Human rights talk is a contested discourse which draws popular legal consciousness closer to that of the state, while at the same time encountering resistance from localized organizations and moralities which assert the autonomous right to define and enforce justice. One of the main results of my ethnographic inquiries was the centrality of emotions of vengeance in popular legal consciousness and practices of revenge in local justice institutions. Despite the existence of many rarified national institutions dedicated to protecting human rights (not only the TRC, but also the Gender Commission, the Constitutional Court and the Human Rights Commission), enclaves of revenge controlled by militarized youth and punitive elders continued to shape the character of justice in the townships of South Africa. Because it was guided by a religious-redemptive notion of reconciliation, the TRC was never able to engage with, much less transform, these emotions and structures.
Understanding why the TRC struggled to accomplish its stated mission of 'reconciling the nation' requires a historical explanation which locates the TRC in a history of legal pluralism in South Africa in the twentieth century. The work of the TRC was shaped by the history of state attempts to consolidate the administration of justice and attempts by Africans to preserve control over local institutions of justice and social order. The racialized and dual legal system consolidated in the twentieth century led to a fracturing of justice and moralities which endured after the first multi-racial elections in 1994. The persistence of legal pluralism is closely linked to the historical failure to create a South African nation, reminding us of the concrete links between nationbuilding and state-building.
Instead of succumbing to state attempts at centralization, urban African residents continued to use local justice institutions to create social order in conditions of urbanization, industrialization and mass migration from rural areas. In the new South Africa, human rights talk was inserted into a context of a massive crime wave, profound social and economic inequality and disillusionment with ineffective criminal justice institutions. Human rights thus emerge as part of a pragmatic policy of state-building and centralization of justice in a milieu where state legality is still often perceived by township residents to be external and alien to the 'community'.
An ethnography of human rights evaluates new institutions of the nation-state 'from below' and compels us to understand them from a position of institutional fragmentation and legal pluralism. In concrete terms, it draws our attention to how human rights institutions and discourses in the 'new South Africa' have often failed to connect with local moralities and justice institutions and thereby transform them. As we come to realize that the new 'culture of human rights' is very thin indeed, we may need to temper celebrations of another seeming triumph for the model of liberal human rights. In a comparative perspective, the new human rights institutions of post-apartheid South Africa are impressive for their ability to shape the public debate on truth and reconciliation. It remains to be seen whether they have altered, over the long term, concrete social practices and discourses of violent conflict, justice and punishment. experienced advice on the literature and incisive commentary on parts of the text. None of these people are responsible for any errors of fact or interpretation in the book, and some will undoubtedly disagree with aspects of the argument. At Cambridge University Press, my thanks are to Martin Chanock, Sharon Mullins and Paul Watt, also to Jean Cooney. Finally, Helene Kvale read many chapters and condoned my long absences, but most importantly encouraged me to pursue this whole new venture. 8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41 
